Autism Survey results

Most young people said:

- They do get help in school
- They are happy in school
- They like spending time with friends
- There are some subjects and lessons they enjoy
- They are sad when they are bullied
- They are sad when people don’t understand autism
- They want more time to play and be with friends
- Loud noise and bright light can upset them and make them behave different from other young people
- They want people to understand why they don’t want to be punished for their different behaviour when upset
Most older young people said -:

- They know what they want to do when they leave school at the end of year 11.

- They would like to know what courses they can do and where.

- They also want someone to help them prepare and visit the new places that they might go to.

There are more results from parents and school’s please ask your parents, your teacher, carer or family member to read the other answers or help you read them.

Thank you for answering the questions in our survey.